
LETTER III 
The Empress, Arcanum of  Sacred Magic 

L’Impératrice 

Study guide by Carl McColman 

In the classic 1939 movie The Wizard of  Oz, our heroine Dorothy has found that a tornado has 
whisked her (and her entire house!) from dreary Kansas to the technicolor land of  Oz — where she 
promptly encounters a fairy-like woman who asks her a most unusual question: “Are you a good 
witch or a bad witch?” 

Confused, Dorothy replies that of  course she’s not a witch, since witches are evil; the fairy-woman 
(and all the munchkins hiding nearby) giggle in response, before announcing that she herself  is 
Glinda, the good witch. 

The book version of  The Wonderful Wizard of  Oz, published almost 40 years earlier, does not contain 
that exact question that Glinda asked Dorothy in the film, but author L. Frank Baum does present 
this innovative way of  thinking about witches: that they are not automatically evil, but can be good 
or bad, depending not merely on the fact that they wield magical power, but on their character as a 
whole. 

What L. Frank Baum did for witches, the author of  Meditations on the Tarot does for magic in general. 
In Letter III we meet the symbol for sacred magic, the Empress, following The Magician and The 
High Priestess who symbolize mysticism and gnosis. Mysticism represents the embodied encounter 
with God, while gnosis signifies our imperfect human attempts to reflect on/make sense of  that 
encounter. With the Empress, our next stop on the journey of  the Tarot is to consider what action 
we are called to take in response to the mystical encounter. Sacred magic, therefore, represents the 
action grounded in mystical knowledge, inspired by and directed by the guidance of  the Spirit, and 
intended to make real and positive change in our lives and in the world at large. 

As I reflect on this arcanum, I am reminded of  Richard Rohr, the founder of  the Center for Action 
and Contemplation. Once when I heard Richard, he said that the most important word in the name 
of  his organization is “and”! In other words, contemplation and action are both equally important to 
the spiritual life: contemplation is not just a minor prelude to action; nor is action a mere 
afterthought to contemplation. Both matter, and both matter equally. The “and” reminds us of  this. 

We see this echoed in the spirituality of  Meditations on the Tarot, where the mystical gnosis of  the first 
two arcana represent “contemplation” while sacred magic represents the call to “action.” Both 
contemplation/mysticism and action/magic matter, and both matter equally.  

Before we can embrace this call to sacred magic, we ought to understand how it is different from the 
lesser or unsavory kinds of  magic — practices like sorcery, that have given magic a bad name over 
the years. So the author offers us insight not only into how sacred magic is a holy and holistic 
alternative to the magic of  willful power, but also how sacred magic offers a radically different way 
of  understanding and wielding power from ordinary human science and technology as well.  
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Our exploration of  magic begins by delineating the difference between sacred, personal and profane 
(“usurpatory”) magic. All three forms of  magic involve the channeling of  spiritual energy and 
power; the distinction has to do with how that power is accessed and harnessed. Personal magic 
draws on whatever psychic resources the individual has within themself. Profane magic implies the 
harnessing of  power from unfriendly or unwilling sources: the classic image being that of  an 
arrogant sorcerer who conjures demons to coerce them into doing his bidding. One does not have 
to be a moral theologian to see why this kind of  practice would be forbidden by religious leaders!  1

By contrast, sacred magic eschews any kind of  compulsive willfulness, instead seeking a more 
humble or willing approach, choosing to serve the divine energy from above: the power of  God, the 
action of  the Holy Spirit. Profane magic operates with the motto “As I do will, so mote it be,” while 
sacred magic replies with the fiat of  Mary: “Let it be to me, according to your word.” 

The Meditations on the Tarot author points out that sacred magic requires the union of  two wills: the 
always-good will of  the Holy Spirit, directing and empowering the receptive human will of  a person 
who seeks to be the Spirit’s agent in the world. Using the example of  Peter praying for the paralyzed 
Aeneas (Acts 9:32-34), the author points out how the miracle of  Aeneas’s healing came about 
because of  the union of  Peter’s earthly will with the infinite healing loving presence of  God. It was 
in and through the union of  these wills that the miracle — the magic — occurred. 

All magic puts into practice a basic principle: “that the subtle rules the dense.” In other words, 
energy directs matter (and not the other way around — gravity can force a rock to move, but a rock 
cannot force gravity to cease), and consciousness directs energy, and the superconscious — the 
Divine — directs consciousness. This is the key to understanding sacred magic. Of  course, 
consciousness has its own agency, and can therefore reject the guidance of  the divine 
superconsciousness. Such a rejection is what truly constitutes “the fall,” more so than the Genesis 
story or any other myth could ever explain. Human beings are always free to say no to love, and free 
to make choices that resist, thwart or undermine love. This is part of  what it means to be free. But 
the higher freedom that all sentient beings possess is the freedom to choose what is good. So when we 
willingly submit to the loving guidance of  the Spirit in our lives, we are not thrown into captivity, but 
set free to be a channel, by which magic — creativity and miracles — can flow into the world. 

Our author uses the symbolism of  the Empress — her crown, her shield with an image of  the eagle 
on it, and her scepter — to offer his own imaginative insight into how sacred magic works. The 
crown represents God’s call, which gives sacred magic its “legitimacy.” The scepter represents the 
union of  the two wills that makes magic possible, and the shield represents the aim or purpose of  
magic: the freedom of  the eagle. Therefore, sacred magic represents the choices, commitments, and 
actions we take to foster or restore the freedom of  humankind, which only comes from God.  

Throughout this Letter, the author indulges in his digressive way of  writing: offering his thoughts on 
how the wielding of  sacred magic is not something reserved only for priests or saints, his reflection 
on how magic, mysticism and gnosis correlate to the sacred name of  God, as well as to the Edenic 
Tree of  Life, and some fascinating thoughts on how human science ultimately represents 
consumption and destruction (we master nature in order to extract resources from it for our own 
benefit), in contrast to the more essentially creative force of  sacred magic. His analogy of  the atom 
bomb and the acorn (page 68) is both moving and inspiring — and while I don’t think his purpose is 
to suggest that science is evil, he does make the case that our human will-to-knowledge and will-to-

  Even with the modern understanding that “demons” are not real but only mythical archetypes, any spiritual practice 1

that involves asserting coercive power over other beings, even if just “make-believe,” is morally unacceptable.
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power has an essentially destructive/consumptive quality about it, meaning that we truly need the 
life-giving power of  sacred magic (flowing from God to us, through mysticism and contemplative 
knowledge/understanding) in order to have any real hope of  reversing the scientifically-created 
trend toward environmental destruction that currently is overwhelming our ecosystem. 

What are the takeaways for us? I would suggest that the heart of  Letter III is an invitation to 
understand that the spiritual life — the mystical life — always needs to culminate in making some 
sort of  material difference in the world. We may not all be miracle-workers, but we all make a 
difference somehow. The question is: do we settle for a life of  mindless consumption, which means 
by default a life where we take more than we give? Or, by aligning our human will with the felicity of  
divine love, are we calibrating our lives to creativity, generativity, and healing? 

c 
What to Look for in Letter III: 
As you read through Letter III, here are some points that might be helpful for you as you seek to 
enter deeper into the call of  Sacred Magic as a way of  make a Spirit-inspired difference in the world. 

1. On page 54, the author suggests that the motto of  sacred magic is “Liberation in order to ascend.” I 
cannot find any source for this motto other than this book. Even assuming that this motto is the 
author’s own creation, it remains a fascinating concept to meditate on. 

2. On page 55 the author quotes a French novelist and esotericist who says “magic is the science 
of  love.” Compare this to the twentieth century Jesuit author, William Johnston, who wrote a 
book with the title Mystical Theology: The Science of  Love. 
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3. Page 56: “For to give movement to the motionless is the liberating action represented by the 
eagle on the shield; to realise the healing solely through the spoken word is to put into play the 
sceptre surmounted by the cross; to accomplish it in the name of  Jesus Christ is to have the 
head crowned by the divine.” The author summarizes his understanding of  sacred magic as a 
force for liberation, healing, proclamation, and cooperation with Christ. 

4. The author expands his contention that magic is an expression of  love by linking it to service: 
“It is service rendered to that which is above and service rendered to that which is below which 
constitutes the legitimacy of  sacred magic.” (page 57). 

5. Page 60: the author compares sacred magic to both the Holy Grail and the Eucharist. 

6. Using traditional Christian theology of  the fall, the author suggests that magic’s purpose — to 
work for liberation — is a necessary consequence of  living in a fallen world, where so many 
suffer and are imprisoned (literally or symbolically). Therefore, magic is only “necessary” 
because of  the circumstances we find ourselves in. We require doctors only when we are ill. 

7. On page 64, the author declares that the principle textbook for sacred magic is the Bible. 

8. Expanding on the idea that magic was made necessary by our fallen circumstances, the author 
suggests that the consequences of  the fall include toil, suffering and death. He suggests that 
these unhappy qualities represent how we have lost the spiritual gifts of  mysticism 
(concentration without effort), gnosis (knowledge which refleects mystical love), and magic (the 
capacity to generate life rather than to create death). See pages 65-6. 

9. On page 67, the author defines a miracle as “the visible effect of  an invisible cause, or the effect 
on a lower plane due to a cause on a higher plane.” He acknowledges that this definition of  the 
miraculous would make it possible to see all of  life as a series of  miracles. 

10. The “great work” of  sacred magic is the conscious participation with the miracles of  life: 
generation, transformation, rejuvenation, healing and liberation (page 67). 

11. In attempting to describe the difference between science and magic, the author suggests that 
science calculates while magic seeks to understand (page 67). 

12. On pages 68-69 the author suggests that science embodies the will-to-power while Hermeticism 
embodies the will-to-serve. 

13. Letter III ends with a stirring reflection on faith, hope and love. “FAITH is the experience of  
divine breath; HOPE is the experience of  divine light; and LOVE is the experience of  divine fire. 
There is no authentic and sincere religious life without faith, hope and love; but there is no faith, 
hope and love without mystical experience or, what is the same thing, without grace” (page 71). 
The author correlates these to the classical understanding of  the three stages of  the mystical life: 
purification represents the attainment of  faith, illumination represents the embodiment of  hope, 
and union represents the mystical manifestation of  love in our bodies and our lives. He goes on 
(page 72) to correlate these to the first three arcana of  the Tarot. 
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Questions for personal reflection (and, if  you wish, 
communal discussion on our Course Forum): 

1. What do you think is the difference between magic and miracles? Why do you think the 
author works so hard to make the case for a sacred form of  magic? 

2. The author proclaims that mysticism, gnosis and magic are not just for priests or 
ministers but for all people. How do you think the Spirit might bring a mystical, 
contemplative, and even magical spirituality into the lives of  ordinary people? What can 
we do to facilitate a more mystical, magical, contemplative spirituality in our lives? 

3. The author defines a miracle as “the visible effect of  an invisible cause, or the effect on 
a lower plane due to a cause on a higher plane” (page 67). Does this way of  
understanding miracles change your sense of  the presence (or absence) of  miracles in 
your life? What can we do to make ourselves more consciously aware of  the “invisible 
cause” that makes a miraculous effect in our lives? 

4. Practice the spiritual exercise of  “imagining faith, hope and love.” Do you think of  the 
imagination as a magical faculty? Given the author’s insistence that sacred magic means 
the union of  the Divine and human wills, how can we use our imagination to make 
ourselves more available to God’s presence and action within?
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